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Author: Joanna Rzyska
Illustration: Agata Dudek, 
Małgorzata Nowak
Format: 250 x 305, 
Pages: 80 with selfend, 
Age: 5 +Everybody celebrates

E verybody celebrates - everywhere, without exception. Sometimes in  
a manner similar to us, sometimes completely different. The book allows 
readers to embark on a journey around the world in search of the most 

interesting and original festive traditions, learn about their history, customs and 
beliefs.
The journey begins in January - with the Surva Carnival in Pernik, Bulgaria, and 
the amazing carnival festivities in Venice - and lasts over a year, ending with the 
Nyepi New Year celebration in Bali in March. 
Readers discover how many different forms the traditions they are familiar with 
take, and how colourful and unusual they are.

Publishing date: 
October 2021

Rights sold: Czechia



Mika 

The world beyond one’s own room is full of surprises and strange, domestic 
creatures. Sometimes they rumble and swallow everything around,  
sometimes they exhale cold air or chew and munch for hours on whatever 

falls into their mouths. They roar, hum and rumble all over the flat. 
Mika and the Howler and Mika and the Gurgler are the first comic books in the  
EXTRAPERILOUS DOMESTICREATURES series for the youngest readers. They are 
about encounters with something which - not yet fully known and familiar - can be 
sometimes fascinating, or occasionally a source of anxiety for a young child.  
But with friends everything is easy. You can defeat or tame even the scariest  
domesticreature.

Comic book series 
Illustration: Berenika Kołomycka 
Script: Agata Loth-Ignaciuk
Format: 165 x 215, 32 pages
Age: 2+
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How to Reach the Earth’s Poles

A graphic book about the Arctic, Antarctic and a famous explorer. The book 
will enable readers to learn what expeditions to the North and South Pole 
have in common and how they are different. Why, before the expedition, 

is it worthwhile practice swimming in a jacket and wearing skis, sleeping in a tent 
in your backyard and running around the forest, pulling tires behind you? What 
should you pack for a ride in a snow sledge and what should you leave behind? 
How do you get through crevasses, climb toroses, and jump from one ice float to 
another? How do you tell apart a magnetic pole from a geographical pole, and how 
do you not get lost in a thick fog? The book shows life in extreme and little-known 
regions of the Arctic and the Antarctic.  
Based on Marek Kamiński’s story -  the first polar explorer in the world who reached 
both poles of Earth within one year. 

Author: Agata Loth-Ignaciuk
Illustration: Bartłomiej Ignaciuk
Format: 210 x 272, 88 pages
Publishing date: October 2020
Awards: Bologna Ragazzi Award 
2021 special mention

Rights Sold: Germany, Chinese 
simplified, Ukraine, Spain, Lithuania



How to cross the Atlantic by kayak? 
The Aleksander Doba story.

H ow to cross the Atlantic by kayak? The Aleksander Doba story illustrates a truly 
remarkable kayak trip and delivers a terrific amount of knowledge and  
information about the Atlantic Ocean, together with lots of interesting 

facts about the life of the traveller. We  learn about the journeyman’s preparations 
and a day of the life of the intrepid kayaker. We find out where on a small kayak 
one hides the bedroom, kitchen and bathroom. What did Aleksander Doba eat?  
Did he sleep well and comfortably for 140 days?
It goes on to describe the challenges faced by the voyager during his lonely expe-
ditions. In the tiny kayak, he has ridden out storms many times, survived the tricks 
played by underwater mountains, and got to know whitewater rivers.
Above all else, the story encourages young readers to explore the world, to perse-
vere and to realize their dreams.

Author: Agata Loth-Ignaciuk
Illustration: Bartłomiej Ignaciuk
Format: 210 x 272, 88 pages
Awards: “Must Have” award Łódź 
Design Festival, “Edycja” Best Design, 
Illustration Award at KTR Poland, 
Magellan Award in Poland for best 
traveling guide for children.

Aleksander Doba on cover 
of New York Times Magazine

Rights Sold: Germany, Chinese 
simplified, Ukraine, Spain, Italy, 
Korea, Russia



NOLENS VOLENS
Almost 100 Latin (and a few Greek) maxims

N olens Volens is an original, humorous compilation of Latin (and Greek) 
maxims. The book makes the readers aware of the fact that the Latin  
language is hiding everywhere – in our wallets, cities and everyday  

conversations.
The author quotes ancient leaders and scholars, tracks down Latin aphorisms  
on building facades and in states’ credos, discloses truths of life and good advice 
hidden in ancient works. She reminds us about what the ancients had to say  
about medicine, time, money and death.

Author: Zuzanna Kisielewska
Illustrations: Agata Dudek,  
Małgorzata Nowak 
Format: 222 x 250, Pages: 112,  
Age: 12 +

Awards: Nami Concours 2021 
Green Island Award,  Ananas 
Competition - special mention, 
Best Non-Fiction Children 
Book “Przecinek i Kropka” 
competition

Rights sold: Spain, France, 
Slovakia, Italy, Czechia, Germany



Where Are We Sleeping Today?

Two brothers–Space and Monkey–really don’t like going to sleep. Beds seem 
so boring. It’s different with sleeping outside! That’s quite an adventure!!! 
Where Are We Sleeping Today? is a collection of 12 stories, each one happen-

ing in a different place. A sleepover in an igloo, a tipi, a train or in a self-built base 
is a great adventure. Of course, pyjamas and a favourite toy are not enough to 
spend the whole night in a tent, sailboat, camper van or under the stars. For sleep-
ing outside, you have to prepare properly just like for a big trip. And that is just as 
awesome!

Author: Marta Kopyt
Format: 150 x 190, 80 pages 
(with selfend)
Age: 5+
Publication: May 2021
Rights available worldwide
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Książka o muzyce

Zuzanna Kisielewska

ilustracje: Jerzy Gruchot, Wojciech Koss

12 Semitones. A book about music.

The book is brimming with unexpected questions and equally surprising 
answers. It explains in a funny and witty way music as seen by science, psy-
chology, sociology and culture. Making sure the reader is never bored, yet 

unaware of the in-depth knowledge it presents.

Author: Zuzanna Kisielewska
Illustration: Wojciech Koss,  
Jerzy Gruchot
Format: 222 x 250, Pages: 128,  
Age: 9 +

Awards: Special mention IBBY  
Poland Award in Graphic Design
Rights sold: Korea, Czechia, 
Argentina

Authors: Rozala Bisek-Szladowska 
Agata Loth-Ignaciuk,  
Illustration: Agata Loth-Ignaciuk
Format: 195 x 215, Pages: 56,  
Age: 5+

Awards: Gourmand 3 price Best in 
the World Children cook book
Rights sold: Russia, Portugal

Everone is eating pancakes. A book with recipes.

Do you know where pancakes come from? How to make flour? Does milk 
come from a bottle? How are pancakes done in different regions and coun-
tries? Everyone is eating pancakes is divided in two parts. In the first chapter, 

you get to know where the different ingredients - flour or milk or salt come from.
The second part consists of 16 recipes from different countries all over the world.



BIRDS OF A FEATHER AGENCY
PATRÍCIA GUERREIRO NUNES

patricia@birdsofafeatheragency.com

Druganoga is a young publishing 
house from Poland. We publish 
fiction and non fiction books for 
children. Paying attention to 
detail and quality, we look for 
fascinating, and beautiful ways of 
presenting knowledge, with  
a cultural and historical slant. 


